MARGINAL NOTES
Houston, Mr. Maxton with Sir Oswald Mosley, the
Socialist League with the most Imperialist wing of
the Conservative Party, we have also the spectacle of
the leaders of the three parties in broad agreement,
but all faced by the possibility of revolt by important
minorities; minorities animated, I do not doubt for a
moment, by the highest motives. It is not intentions
which need to be questioned, but judgment.
'The moral objection of the Conservative minority,
perhaps the most important, is not to the principle of
armed force> since that minority are among the most
ardent advocates of greatly increasing our military
power. They urge that it is not only a nation's right,
but its duty, to defend itself effectively and have the
means of doing it. They are for sanctions, but they
must be national sanctions, strictly limited to defend-
ing ourselves, our interests. But while they believe it
right to fight "for defence", they believe it wrong, or
that at least there is no obligation, to fight for the
Covenant. Which reveals this fact: that they do not
look upon the Covenant as a method of defence at all.
And there, I suggest, is the root of the confusion both
moral and political.
'Those, whether of the Socialist Left or the Conser-
vative Right, who take this attitude, surely turn the
moral and political truth upside down. To surrender
force for national defence altogether, to accept the
political position of lesser states like Norway or Fin-
land, is a morally defensible and understandable posi^
tion. But to say, "We will use force, but only to
defend our own interests and rights," means that we
will strive for preponderant power in order to be judge
of what those rights are. By that attitude we deny to
others the right (of defence by preponderance, of being
judge of what defence is) which we claim for ourselves-
The method is rooted in denial of right- The fast
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